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Advocacy In Action: 
The State of the SAFE-T Act 

The Safety, Accountability, Fairness and Equity-Today Act (SAFE-T Act) is an
omnibus piece of legislation passed in 2021 that reforms multiple laws, including laws
governing policing practices. Using research, analysis, and investigation, Impact for
Equity is evaluating the impact of the SAFE-T Act’s reforms related to policing
behavior and public safety. Impact for Equity will report its findings in a series of
issue briefs. This report is the first in the series, focusing on law enforcement body-
worn cameras. 

With the 2021 passage of SAFE-T Act, Illinois joined a handful of states in requiring
all law enforcement departments to implement body-worn cameras.¹ The use of
body-worn cameras (BWCs) has grown in recent years, with hopes that they
would shine a light on police-civilian encounters, promote accountability, prevent
police from engaging in misconduct,² and improve evidence collection.³
Historically, when stories conflicted between witness and police accounts, police
power and authority coupled with a culture of silence among police meant officers’
accounts often prevailed during prosecutions and misconduct investigations.⁴
With the advent of BWCs, external observers have a clearer, more objective
vantage point. 

Illinois lawmakers hoped that by making BWCs mandatory, the state could grow a
culture of accountability and transparency in policing and improve community
relationships with law enforcement.⁵ Yet, statewide reforms like those requiring
BWCs are just the first step in a police reform effort. As the use of BWCs
proliferates, it is important to assess whether they are being implemented in a way
that achieves their original purpose: increasing police accountability and
transparency. 

This issue brief examines this question in the context of the Chicago Police
Department (CPD or the Department). CPD was selected for focus because it is
the largest municipal police department in the state of Illinois and has fully              
.



Focused advocacy for the use of BWCs emerged around 2014 after several tragic
police killings, including the killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri.⁷
Ferguson Police Department officer Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown
after confronting the unarmed 18-year-old on the street. There was no video
footage of the 90-second encounter and Wilson’s account differed significantly
from witness accounts, embroiling Brown’s family and the Ferguson community
in a battle to hold Wilson accountable. Wilson was never indicted for the killing,
and Brown’s family turned to advocating for the widespread adoption of body-
worn cameras to prevent future accountability failures.⁸
 
As demands for police reform echoed in Chicago and across the country, in 2015
Illinois passed the Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act, which set
guidelines for any department that used BWCs.⁹ However, it was not until the
passage of the SAFE-T Act in 2021 that the use of BWCs throughout Illinois
became mandatory, with a phased implementation schedule ending January 1,
2025.¹⁰ 

Under the Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act, BWCs in Illinois
must be capable of recording 30 seconds prior to an event and must be able to
record at least ten hours of footage.¹¹ Officers must turn on their cameras when in
uniform and responding to a call for service or interacting with the public during
encounters like traffic stops, pedestrian stops, arrests, searches, interrogations,
investigations, and pursuits. Agencies are required to retain footage for only 90    
.
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implemented the use of BWCs among its members. The City of Chicago and CPD
have robust accountability structures, some of which have been lauded for their
rare ability to retrieve and release BWC footage after serious incidents.⁶ Despite
the extensive reforms that Chicago has adopted, however, CPD has yet to
consistently translate them into action. Further, the hard-won accountability
measures have not been enough to compel CPD to properly implement reforms.
Specifically, CPD has failed to consistently adhere to BWC requirements and to
properly label and store footage. Additionally, the accountability structures
both within and outside the department have proven unable to address these
failures, meaning that the desired culture of transparency which BWCs are
intended to create, has not yet been achieved. Finally, the state reporting
mechanism created to promote BWC transparency is not equipped to address
local failures with BWCs like those seen in Chicago.   
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days unless it has been “flagged” as related to a use of force incident, an arrest, a
complaint against an officer, or another similar event. Although body camera
footage generally is exempt from the Freedom of Information Act, footage that
has been flagged largely must be disclosed to those who make a request.  

To monitor compliance, the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera
Act established a reporting requirement whereby Illinois police departments must
annually report an overview of their use of body-worn cameras, including the
number of cameras, technical issues faced, a description of the review process,
and other relevant information to the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and
Standards Board (ILETSB). Each year ILETSB publishes that information on its
website.¹²
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History and Legal Framework of Chicago BWCs

Chicago has a grave history with issues of law
enforcement transparency, cameras, and police violence.
On October 20, 2014, 17-year-old Laquan McDonald was
shot and killed by CPD officer Jason Van Dyke.¹³ Initial
police reports painted McDonald’s behavior before the
shooting as dangerous and erratic, claiming he lunged at
police officers.¹⁴ After more than a year of demands for
footage from the press, community members, and
advocates, the City released the dashcam footage of the
killing. The video showed that, contrary to officers’
accounts, McDonald was walking away from officers when
Van Dyke exited his police vehicle and shot him sixteen
times.¹⁵ 

After the video’s release, outrage spread through Chicago
and protestors demanded transformational change from
CPD and accountability for Van Dyke. Under significant
public pressure, the City of Chicago announced that it
would be launching a body camera pilot program to be
rolled out to all patrol officers starting December 2015.¹⁶
By December 10, 2017, all patrol officers in the City were
equipped with body-worn cameras.¹⁷ 
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In addition to the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act,
CPD’s BWC usage and supervision is also governed by a Consent Decree
between the State of Illinois and the City of Chicago, an agreement reached in
2019 after the State sued Chicago for patterns of excessive and discriminatory
force.¹⁸ With respect to BWCs, the Consent Decree requires that the Department
create and comply with a BWC policy which requires camera usage, creates
measures to preserve context for when officers fail to record interactions,
institutes supervisory review, and prescribes a disciplinary procedure.¹⁹ 

While the Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act and the Consent
Decree set general requirements for camera usage, retention, and disclosure,
CPD policy elaborates further on BWC operation and accountability.²⁰ It
prescribes supervisor obligations to review body camera policy compliance,
including reviewing reports of use of force and their corresponding BWC
footage. The policy also describes requirements for footage retention and sets
up procedures for Department supervisors to routinely review body-worn
camera activity. 

Yet, even with these accountability measures in place, CPD’s failure to
consistently comply with policy and to hold officers accountable for failing to do
so has kept the ultimate goals of a BWC system out of reach. 

CPD is Not Complying with BWC Requirements
Since implementing BWCs, Chicago’s police accountability entities have raised
repeated alarms about CPD’s compliance with its own policies on camera usage.
  
In 2021, the Civilian Office of Police Accountability (COPA), which relies on
regular access to BWC footage to review claims of police misconduct, reported
that a substantial percentage of Chicago police officers were not operating
BWCs as directed.²¹ COPA initiated an investigation into the extent of and
reasons for non-compliance with body-worn camera policy. The agency
investigated 186 allegations of BWC non-compliance between January 1, 2018,
and August 31, 2020, and found 68 (37%) of them to be sustained.²² The
remaining allegations were either unfounded or were still pending as of August
31, 2020.²³ In nearly 60% of the sustained allegations, officers claimed that their
violation resulted from insufficient training, equipment unfamiliarity, or unclear
expectations for usage. Thirty-five percent of those same officers had been
employed with the Department for over six years when the violation occurred.²⁴  

24
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The Department’s Tactical Review and Evaluation Division (TRED) published
similar concerns with CPD’s compliance. TRED is a division within CPD that
reviews incidents of use of force, firearm pointing, foot pursuits, and Fourth
Amendment stops²⁵ to provide recommendations to prevent similar incidents .
from occurring in the future.²⁶ TRED can make individual and department-wide
recommendations related to training, equipment, and policies. Whenever
problems are detected, TRED will “debrief” an issue with an officer by making a
recommendation or advisement for steps to take to improve on the issue.²⁷ In
2022, TRED debriefed BWC compliance in 20% of all use of force reviews.²⁸
That year BWC compliance accounted for almost 90% of firearm pointing
recommendations.²⁹ As of midyear 2023, BWC compliance continued to be the
top debriefed issue for TRED. Problems included late camera activation, no
activation, early deactivation, and other BWC issues.³⁰ TRED classified these as
“most concerning” because the footage is “crucial for the review of a use of force
incident.”³¹ 

Unfortunately, TRED’s debriefings do not lead to any real consequences for
officers who violate BWC requirements during use of force incidents. Instead,
TRED’s response to an officer’s repeated incorrect BWC usage during a use of
force incident is reviewing trainings or policies with a supervisor.³² Only after five
BWC violations during an officer’s use of force or a firearm pointing incident are
additional measures recommended. 

The Independent Monitoring Team responsible for overseeing CPD’s compliance
with the Consent Decree also raised concerns about CPD’s compliance with BWC
protocol after protests ignited throughout Chicago in response to the tragic
police killings of Breonna Taylor in Kentucky and George Floyd in Minnesota.³³
Many CPD officers violated the law by patrolling subsequent protests without
BWCs, one of many concerns raised in a dedicated report from the Independent
Monitoring Team.³⁴ The report underscores the profound repercussions of the
lack of BWC footage, during a period when there were widespread reports of
excessive force and officer misconduct,³⁵ and emphasizes that assessing the full
damage done by CPD’s uses of force without the BWC footage may not be
possible.³⁶  

Amid ongoing compliance issues, the parties involved in the Consent Decree have
been in a prolonged dispute over a new CPD BWC policy. Despite numerous
reviews by the Office of the Attorney General (OAG) and the Independent
Monitoring Team, CPD's proposed policies have consistently fallen short. In           
.
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December 2023, CPD published a policy over the OAG’s objections to a provision
allowing officers to turn off their BWCs after an officer-involved shooting while a
supervisor questions the officer about victims, witnesses, other suspects, and
injuries, which the OAG argued creates the opportunity for collusion among
officers.³⁷ The OAG is now seeking review from the federal court overseeing the
Consent Decree, arguing the provision violates state law and the Consent Decree.
If retained, this provision could undermine transparency and accountability in
critical moments following officer-involved shootings.

...noncompliance with
the CPD’s body-worn
camera policy continues
to persist, with front line
supervisors rarely taking
initiative to identify
these failings and
address them. 
- November 2023 
Independent Monitor Report  

Lapses in Supervisory Review of BWC Failures
Officer supervisors can detect when an officer fails
to properly use their BWC when they review that
officer’s use of force incidents. Yet, the most
common issue TRED debriefed with investigating
supervisors in the first half of 2023 was their failure
to find and address BWC issues that TRED later
documented.³⁸ In its most recent November 2023
report, the Consent Decree Independent Monitor
noted that “noncompliance with the CPD’s body-
worn camera policy continues to persist, with front
line supervisors rarely taking initiative to identify
these failings and address them.”³⁹

Per CPD policy and the Consent Decree, CPD supervisors are also required to
perform random audits of BWC recordings involving civilian interactions to
ensure officers' adherence to CPD policy. However, the Consent Decree
Independent Monitor’s November 2023 progress report, measuring progress
through July 2023, revealed that CPD had failed to achieve any level of
compliance with this requirement because they had not yet developed a policy
that fully complied with the Consent Decree’s requirements nor had they
developed a random review protocol that would allow CPD to select and review
videos in a systematic way.⁴⁰ It is yet unclear whether CPD’s newly-published        
. 

Despite reports from COPA, TRED, and the Independent Monitoring team, the
Department has failed to take the corrective actions necessary to prevent future
policy violations. Lapses include inadequate supervisor review of officers’ BWC
compliance and footage storage practices that impede review.

Inadequacies in Current Accountability Measures 



Where local police departments fall short, a state regulatory infrastructure that
promotes transparency and accountability can help surface patterns of
noncompliance and address those failures. Unfortunately, the reporting system
created by the Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act fails to fill that
gap.  

The Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act requires agencies to report
information regarding their BWC usage annually. Those reports go to ILETSB,
which is the Illinois agency charged with providing officer training, setting certain
law enforcement standards, dispensing law enforcement grants, and administering
the State’s decertification system. ILETSB compiles local agencies’ BWC usage
reports and publishes its annual report summarizing that information. 

However, the repeated failures with BWC usage in Chicago are absent from
ILETSB’s annual BWC reporting on CPD, demonstrating how this state reporting
requirement is not set up to uncover and address when local departments’ BWC
usage is deficient. The ILETSB reports provide surface-level policy descriptions
and, despite this being a self-reporting system, there is no follow-up auditing by
the state agency to determine whether the law enforcement agencies are
accurately reporting or in compliance with the BWC requirements in the Act.⁴⁵ For
instance, ILETSB’s 2022 report describes CPD’s BWC review process by stating
supervisors ensure “Department members use body-worn cameras consistent        
.    
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December 2023 BWC policy, which includes changes to the random review
requirement, and any corresponding developments to the random review
protocol will bring CPD in compliance with the Consent Decree on this issue.⁴¹ 

Failure to Label and Store Body Camera Footage 
CPD officers routinely fail to accurately label and store BWC footage, which
impedes accountability after an incident. In early 2023, the Chicago Office of the
Inspector General notified the Department of numerous instances involving
mislabeled and improperly stored body-worn camera footage.⁴² The letter dated
February 28, 2023, stated "OIG investigators and analysts cannot consistently
verify that [the OIG has] identified all BWC footage related to an event.”⁴³ The
OIG found that the mislabeling of BWC video compromises CPD’s and COPA’s
ability to conduct inquiries and investigations, and stated, “this poses a
disservice to accused CPD members, complainants, and victims, and
undermines the overall integrity of the City's police accountability system."⁴⁴

Deficiencies in the State Reporting System



The SAFE-T Act and Chicago’s police accountability
institutions have set up an infrastructure that, if adhered
to, could proactively detect officer misconduct, prevent
wrongdoing from happening in the future, and build trust
between CPD and the public. But there are still major
barriers to fulfilling the promise of BWCs as a reform tool
that can promote a culture of accountability and
transparency in policing. In Chicago, the lack of officer
compliance with BWC requirements and the
ineffectiveness of accountability measures have
contributed to a fractured accountability system. 

The SAFE-T Act BWC requirements took a necessary step
toward police accountability for Illinois, but without a
meaningful investment in implementation, Chicagoans will
not fully feel the impact of those changes.  Statewide
reforms like those requiring BWCs have promise in spirit,   
.        

with Chicago Police Department directives.”⁴⁶ Yet, these conclusions are
inconsistent with TRED reports over the same period. In 2022 TRED reported that
it found either no BWC activation or late BWC activation in nearly 1,000 firearm
pointing incidents and 470 use of force incidents,⁴⁷ and that reviewing
supervisors often failed to detect issues with missing or incomplete BWC
footage.⁴⁸ This raises broader questions about the purpose of state reporting
requirements when there is no auditing to ensure accurate reporting, no
requirement to report officer or supervisor compliance failures, and no
mechanism for the state oversight agency to hold the local department
accountable for their failures. 
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Conclusion

In Chicago, the
lack of officer
compliance with
BWC
requirements
and the
ineffectiveness
of accountability
measures have
contributed to a
fractured
accountability
system. 

but there is still a long way to go here in Chicago. The struggles with CPD serve
as a reminder that passage of policy alone is not enough, and that the use of
BWCs is just one of many tools intended to create and drive a culture of
transparency and accountability in public safety that Illinoisans deserve.
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